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Introduction
Student evaluation of teaching (SET) has been the subject of extensive research in higher education
since its use began in the mid-1920s (Remmers 1928). SET generally uses questionnaires with
Likert-type scales, which collect the evaluations that students give of a teacher´s performance in a
given course. The answers in these questionnaires are gathered to obtain the average score that the
group gives to that teacher for different aspects of the teaching activity.
Although SET generally is used for formative purposes, it also contemplates a summative function
(Spooren, Brockx & Mortelmans 2013). The formative purpose is relevant to educators who attempt
to improve their teaching activity, while the summative function is applicable to academic
management and administrative decision-making for career development. Considering the relevance
of this double purpose, both formative and summative, numerous studies have examined the
reliability and validity of these assessment systems over the years.
Different studies report that student ratings are a reliable measure of teaching effectiveness in
general terms (Marsh 2007; Zhao & Gallant 2012; Lu & Wu 2018; Vanacore & Pellegrino 2019).
Nevertheless, some authors describe serious concerns in using internal-consistency indicators to
make general attributions on instrument reliability (Morley 2012; Marsh 1987). Leniency error – an
alteration in the mean scores from the central point of the scale in a certain direction (Sharon &
Bartlett 1969) – and the halo effect – the tendency of respondents to place the rated teacher at the
same level across different categories (Bernardin 1977) – also have a strong impact on student
ratings.
The literature also focuses on the list of biasing variables that moderate the validity of student
ratings. Grading leniency is a common issue of concern among these biasing variables. Even though
final grades should not affect teaching evaluations, as they are published after student ratings are
collected, different authors address correlations between expected grades and ratings (Griffin 2004;
McPherson 2006). Moreover, Feldman (1978) reports that scores tend to be higher in elective than
in compulsory courses, and Marsh and Dunkin (1992) state that arts or humanities’ students rate
teachers more positively than students from other disciplines. In addition, the level of instruction
(Neumann & Neumann 1985), teacher personality traits (Patrick 2011), student character (McCann
& Gardner, 2014), class size (Gannaway et al. 2017), instructor rank (Spooren 2010), teacher age
(Kinney & Smith 1992), teacher gender (Boring 2017) and even teacher attractiveness (Hamermesh
& Parker 2005) are other examples of latent biases associated with SET.
Different authors (Murray 1984; Wright & Jenkins-Guarnieri 2012) state that biasing variables only
have a slight influence on student ratings. However, studies in which these potential sources of bias
are not controlled for display lower validity coefficients than research that controls for such factors
(Abrami & D’Apollonia 1997).
In addition to the reliability and validity problems, Likert scales are also subject to response bias
that includes extreme response style (persistent use of extreme points on the scale), middle-point
responding (persistent use of midpoints on the scale), noncontingent responding (tendency to
respond randomly) or directional bias (tendency to show more agreement than disagreement)
(Baumgartner & Steenkamp 2001). Furthermore, Likert scales present ambiguity problems in
interpreting the results when the appraisal tool uses one single item to evaluate the teaching category
(Spooren et al. 2007).
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Behavioural Anchored Rating Scales (BARS)
The shortcomings of Likert-type scales, according to different authors, are unquestionable
(Hornstein 2017; Matosas-López & García-Sánchez 2019). These shortcomings are documented
broadly in the existing literature, with the most notable being reliability (Beecham 2009; Morley
2014), validity (Braga, Paccagnella & Pellizzari 2014; Feistauer & Richter 2018), leniency error and
halo effect (Little, Goe & Bell 2009; Wilson, Beyer & Monteiro 2014), response bias (Richardson
2012; Tomes, Coetzee & Schmulian 2019) and ambiguity in the wording on the final instrument
(Spooren, Mortelmans & Thijssen 2012; Huybers 2014).
However, Martin-Raugh et al. (2016) argue that instruments used to measure teaching effectiveness
can be enhanced using well-defined behavioural examples as points on the scales. In accordance
with Harari and Zedeck (1973), one approach that overcomes several shortcomings in SET is the
Behavioural Anchored Rating Scales (BARS) methodology proposed by Smith and Kendall (1963).
The BARS methodology has been used widely over the past few decades to evaluate job
performance in different contexts, including the engineering industry (Williams & Seiler 1973),
tourism (Woods, Sciarini & Breiter 1998), police activity (Catano 2007) and personnel selection
(Levashina et al. 2014), among others.
The BARS procedure gathers behavioural episodes (effective and ineffective) for the main
dimensions of the analysed activity; these are episodes that, after successive depurations, serve as
anchor points across the final scale. Despite the fact that Smith and Kendall's original methodology
has undergone variations in different studies, Borman and Vallon (1974) summarise the procedure
in four key steps: a) a group of raters provides precise behavioural examples of low, medium or high
job performance; b) these behavioural examples are grouped into activity dimensions; c) a second
group of participants rates the examples and recategorizes them in the different dimensions; and d)
the researcher selects the behavioural examples that define the anchors in each dimension based on
a small-standard-deviation criterion.
Why use BARS?
Previous research raises some controversies about the convenience of the use of BARS as an
alternative to Likert scales. Some studies argue that there is no significant evidence that BARS is
better than other traditional scales regarding reliability, leniency error and the halo effect (Bernardin,
Alvares & Cranny 1976; Kingstrom & Bass 1981) or are less susceptible to potential bias (Burnaska
& Hollmann, 1974). However, several studies report reasonings to the contrary, not only in the
higher-education context but also in other areas such as those mentioned above.
For instance, Campbell et al. (1973) state that BARS reduces leniency error and the halo effect.
BARS has been shown to yield less leniency error because of a better definition of the performance
levels being considered on the scale, and less halo effect due to a good description of the categories
being evaluated (Borman & Dunnette 1975). In the same way, Harari and Zedeck (1973) report a
reduction in the influence of some biasing variables, apparently resulting from the use of
unequivocal behavioural examples of teaching and adopting students´ vocabulary. Additionally,
Dickinson and Zellinger (1980) note that BARS reduces many of the inconsistencies from the
conventional assessment systems as a result of the involvement of potential future raters in scale
construction.
More recently, the findings of several studies (Ohland et al. 2012; Fernández Millán & Fernández
Navas 2013; MacMillan et al. 2013; Debnath, Lee & Tandon 2015) also confirm the high reliability
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and validity of BARS in the evaluation of job performance in professional contexts.
Consequently, the BARS methodology appears to be a suitable alternative to the commonly used
Likert-type scales. BARS not only enables psychometric improvements in the appraisal tool but also
eliminates ambiguity in the interpretation of results and provides objectivity to the evaluation due
to the use of behavioural examples in the final scale.
Why adjusted BARS?
Although BARS can moderate some of the problems that arise from the use of Likert scales,
researchers also have concerns about the use of this methodology. The literature review conducted
by Schwab et al. (1975) addresses important losses of behavioural information during the
construction process. This loss of information is identified in the literature as the number of
behavioural examples, the number of critical incidents or the amount of behavioural information in
its broadest sense that does not survive successive depurations in scale construction. According to
Dickinson and Zellinger (1980), the successive stages of depuration during the process can cause
the loss of up to 90% of the behavioural examples.
The loss of information caused by the depuration of behavioural episodes during scale development,
which has been revealed as one of the transcendental problems of BARS, can be observed in multiple
studies through the years (Goodale & Burke 1975; Carretta & Walters 1991; Pounder 2000; Kell et
al. 2017). However, this handicap can be overcome by the modification proposal implemented by
the authors, who introduce an additional clustering stage into the traditional BARS methodology
that significantly reduces the loss of behavioural information during scale construction.
Therefore, while most of the published SET research concentrates on the analyses of the reliability
and validity of Likert-type questionnaires, this paper postulates the BARS approach as an alternative
to conventional assessment systems. The methodology presented by the authors not only
substantially reduces the loss of behavioural information throughout the scale construction but also
eliminates ambiguity in the interpretation of results, giving objectivity to the evaluation.

Method
The research was set in the context of higher education in Spain. This study describes the
construction process of an appraisal tool with BARS to evaluate teaching effectiveness starting from
the 10-item Likert-type instrument used at Rey Juan Carlos University (URJC) in Madrid. The
instrument taken as a reference contemplates 10 teaching categories assessed by a single five-point
Likert item.
Consistent with previous studies about BARS application in higher education (Bernardin 1977;
Dickinson & Zellinger 1980; Matosas-López & Leguey-Galán 2018), the researchers used a
combination of students and faculty members in the scale construction. Thus, the sample consists of
two different groups of participants: 974 full-time students from 36 programs of face-to-face
modality and 15 academic faculty members. In line with previous research on the evaluation of
teaching effectiveness (Kember & Leung 2008; Elliott & Shin 2010), the participants in both groups
were selected using the convenience sampling technique. Table 1 summarises the participants’ key
socio-demographic characteristics.
Table 1. Participants’ socio-demographic information
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Age
Participants

No. of participants

Gender
SD

Male

Female

Students

974

22.06

2.87

46.63

53.37

Faculty members

15

50.78

1.97

63.51

36.49

The procedure followed the guidelines of the original Smith and Kendall methodology and
introduced an additional step into the traditional process. This new step (step 5) clustered critical
incidents in core behavioural aspects (CBA) in a stage that substantially reduces the loss of
behavioural information. The conversion of the initial Likert-type scale into an adjusted behavioural
scale, in line with the work carried out by Klieger et al. (2018), comprised seven steps (Table 2).
Students took part in steps 2, 4 and 6; faculty members participated in steps 1, 3 and 5, being the
experts different in each stage. Finally, the researchers were fully responsible for the work carried
out in step 7.
Table 2. Participants and research techniques employed in each step
Participants
Step

Description

1

Description of the categories

2

Behavioural examples

3

Screening of behavioural examples

4

Retranslation of behavioural examples

5

Clustering in core behavioural aspects or CBA

6

Dual evaluation of behavioural episodes

7

Final scale generation

Students

Faculty
members

Research
technique

-

5

Work panel

25

-

Group interview

5

Work panel

-

Questionnaires

5

Work panel

879

-

Questionnaire

-

-

-

974

15

-

70

In the group of students (steps 2, 4 and 6), the researchers set a confidence level of 98%.
Consequently, assuming P = Q = 50%, the researchers worked with a sampling error of 3.67%.
Considering that, in the educational research field, it is common to accept sampling errors of even
5% (Ficapal-Cusí et al. 2013), the margin of error pointed out confers to the study an appropriate
statistical significance.
With regard to the number faculty members (steps 1, 3 and 5), even though Crawford and Kelder
(2019) recommend a larger number of experts when articulating and evaluating scales, the number
of five faculty members employed in each step may, according to Matosas-López (2018), be justified
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by the judges’ extensive experience and positions of high responsibility. All selected faculty
members were professors with at least 20 years of teaching and management experience at the
highest levels of the university system.
The research techniques used during the construction procedure were work panels when faculty
members were involved, and group interviews or questionnaires when dealing with students (Table
2).
In stages where questionnaires were used to gather the information (steps 4 and 6), researchers
proceeded to test the normality of the collected data. Although Shapiro-Wilk is generally restricted
for sample size of less than 50, previous research also considers the possibility of applying this type
of normality test to samples of up to 2,000 subjects. Given that the sample here could still be
considered small, the researchers, in accordance with the approach of authors such as Razali and
Wah (2011) or Royston (1982), used the Shapiro-Wilk test to check the normality assumption. The
coefficient’s p-value = 0.498 for the data collected in step 4 and p-value = 0.512 for the information
gathered in stage 6, both above 0.05, verified that both datasets were normally distributed.
All participants involved in the study were provided with a detailed description of the project before
taking part in the research. Surveys were administered face-to-face by a faculty member during class
time at IT labs when data collection required questionnaires. The researchers used an online form
that preserved the participant´s anonymity, always following the ethical research protocols approved
by URJC.
1. Description of the categories
In a discussion group, the first panel of faculty members (n = 5) provided a detailed description of
the 10 teaching categories considered in the former appraisal tool: course-introduction, evaluationsystem description, time-management, general-availability, organisational coherence, assessment
implementation, dealing with doubts, explicative capacity, follow-up ease and overall satisfaction.
2. Behavioural examples
A group of postgraduate students (n = 25) was recruited to provide behavioural examples of effective
and ineffective performance of the teaching function for each category.
While other studies have used undergraduate students in this phase (Bernardin 1977; Dickinson &
Zellinger 1980; Matosas-López & Leguey-Galán 2018), the researchers selected postgraduate
(master’s and PhD) students for this study with the purpose of having a group of participants with
between five and eight years of experience in teaching effectiveness processes. In the authors´
opinion, the selection of postgraduate students to carry out the gathering of behavioural examples
contributed to greater accuracy and clarity for each behavioural example.
Behavioural examples or critical incidents were collected using the group-interview technique,
according to Flanagan (1954). Students were arranged in discussion groups of five participants in
five different interviews, guided by the researchers. The interviewer presented the preliminary
remarks and stated the main issue of discussion, then assumed a passive role to avoid interfering in
the process. The students’ terminology and original vocabulary were retained. Critical incidents
were written by the participants and interviews were recorded for research purposes.
The students provided an initial pool of 321 critical incidents, which became the behavioural
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information considered during the construction process.
3. Screening of behavioural examples
A second panel of faculty members (n = 5) reviewed the behavioural examples collected during the
second stage to edit and remove redundancies or ambiguous examples. The number of critical
incidents after this third step was reduced from 321 to 278 items, based on panel members’
recommendations.
4. Retranslation of behavioural examples
A group of full-time undergraduate students from the second year (n = 70) who were familiarised
with the existing appraisal tool and the categories in the study, undertook the retranslation step. This
step involved sorting critical incidents into the appropriate category according to the descriptions in
step 1. The retranslation of behavioural examples was done using a questionnaire in which the
participant assigned each of the 278 surviving items to the teaching category for which it was
formulated.
Individual critical incidents were maintained when at least 80% of the participants reassigned them
to the correct category. Incidents were eliminated when the retranslation standard was not reached.
While other authors have required a lower level of agreement – for example, 60% (Pounder 2000),
65% (Burnaska & Hollmann 1974) or 70% (Dickinson & Zellinger 1980) – an 80% retranslation
rate assured that both behavioural examples and categories were highly accurate and well defined.
Forty-nine critical incidents were removed in this step, reducing the number of items from 278 to
229.
5. Clustering in core behavioural aspects (CBAs)
The researchers found that virtually all behavioural examples in each category, either effective or
ineffective, referred to a condensed and recurrent number of underlying aspects. For instance, all
the critical incidents in the follow-up ease category referred to one of four aspects: connection of
contents throughout the course to generate an overview of the subject, periodic review of main ideas,
participation during the course and workload. A new panel of faculty members (n = 5) reviewed the
229 surviving critical incidents in detail with the objective of identifying the aspects to which the
behavioural examples of each category referred repeatedly. The critical incidents classified into each
teaching category were thus clustered into subcategories of synthesised episodes, called core
behavioural aspects (CBA).
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Figure 1. CBAs in the follow-up ease category
After reviewing all critical incidents in each category, the panel of faculty members concluded that
each category could be redefined using four unambiguous CBAs (Matosas-López, 2018), which,
when considered across the 10 categories, yielded 40 subcategories of CBAs (Appendix A). A total
of 215 critical incidents were clustered into one of the 40 created subcategories. Fourteen critical
incidents could not be clustered in any of the subcategories because they bore no relation to any
other behavioural examples.
The clustering performed in this step was a meticulous and time-consuming procedure that allowed
the researchers to place the information contained in 215 critical incidents in the 40 CBAs described
in Appendix A. Therefore, this clustering process allowed the researchers to reduce the loss of
information during the scale construction.
Consistent with Flanagan´s (1954) suggestions for defining critical incidents, the CBAs were
adapted to provide concise statements with maximum descriptive capacity. Episodes were adjusted
and formulated in a positive form for this purpose, while maintaining the participant’s original
vocabulary. The fulfilment or nonfulfillment of each CBA was considered in the next stage.
6. Dual evaluation of behavioural episodes
A group of full-time undergraduate students (n = 879) performed the dual evaluation in this step.
The objective was to order the CBAs from the students’ perspective, considering the importance
that the CBAs had for them.
Participants performed this work using a questionnaire addressing two different tasks: the evaluation
of the CBA and the rating of the statement that represented each category in the former instrument.
Students were asked to consider the performance of a teacher during the past term when performing
both tasks. To ensure that the participants completed the questionnaire taking different teacher
profiles as a reference, and not only the ones that they liked or disliked the most, the instructor’s
choice was bounded by the researchers in every group from which data was collected.
To avoid one teacher being assessed multiple times and another only one time, the students in the
groups in which the information was collected were divided into subgroups of equal size, and the
researchers assigned a reference teacher to each subgroup. For instance, in a classroom with 40
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students, the group was divided into four subgroups. The 10 students seated in the first row of the
classroom assessed reference teacher A, the 10 students in the second row assessed reference teacher
B, the 10 in the third row assessed reference teacher C and the ten in the last row assessed reference
teacher D.
a) Evaluation of CBAs
Students initially assessed the four CBAs included in every category using a dichotomous appraisal
method with choices of “Fulfilled” or “Not fulfilled”. The students marked the option “Fulfilled”
when the teacher met, covered or satisfied the referenced CBAs during the course. In contrast, the
students marked the option “Not fulfilled” when the teacher did not meet, cover or satisfy the
referenced CBAs during the course.
Participants evaluated the CBAs at this point, instead of giving a numerical score to isolated critical
incidents as they normally would in the traditional BARS methodology. Because each quadruplet
of CBAs was treated separately, category by category, the dichotomous appraisal (“Fulfilled” or
“Not fulfilled”) of the CBAs produced 16 potential scenarios or combinations per category.
Considering the 10 categories, that process resulted in a total of 160 combinations of CBAs.

Figure 2. Evaluation of CBA in the follow-up ease category
A situation such as the one shown in Figure 2 thus represents a scenario or CBA combination in
which the teacher satisfies or fulfils CBA1, CBA2, CBA3 and CBA4.
b) Evaluation of the statement that represents a category in the former instrument
Second, the same group of students rated the statement that represented the category in the former
instrument on a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 to 5 (1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree),
keeping the selected teacher's performance as a reference and again using the same questionnaire.
The use of an ordinal scale such as the one used in the previous Likert-type instrument allowed the
CBAs to be ordered.
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Figure 3. Evaluation of the statement that represents the follow-up ease category in the
former instrument
The first assessment in this dual evaluation generated 160 CBA combinations or scenarios. The
second rating indicated the score associated with that combination of CBAs, from the students’
perspective. This dual appraisal process ordered the CBAs in terms of importance to the participants.
The process allowed the researchers to determine the combination of CBAs that the students
expected for each level of performance. For example, Figures 2 and 3 indicate that, from the
students’ perspective in the follow-up ease category, the scenario or CBA combination in which the
teacher fulfils CBA1, CBA2, CBA3 and CBA4 (Figure 2) would correspond with the highest level
of effectiveness in the former Likert-type instrument (Figure 3).
Means and standard deviations were calculated for the 160 CBA combinations considered after
completing the two previous tasks. The mean value identified the point on the scale that the
combination could occupy in the final instrument; standard deviation described the degree of
agreement among raters in placing the combination of CBAs at the point indicated by the mean.
Previous research describes numerous references in applying the standard-deviation criterion: 2
(Bernardin 1977), 1.75 (Campbell et al. 1973), 1.5 (Schwab et al. 1975; Smith & Kendall 1963) and
even 1 (Dickinson & Zellinger 1980). Our study is positioned close to the most conservative
approaches. The authors thus retained those CBA combinations with a standard deviation of 1.25 or
less for their possible inclusion in the final instrument. Combinations of CBAs with standard
deviations greater than 1.25 were discarded from the process.
7. Final scale generation
After completing the dual evaluation and removing CBA combinations with a standard deviation
greater than 1.25, the researchers created the scale using surviving items as anchors for the category
to which they belonged across the five-point continuum.
The definition of class intervals was made according to the equal-appearing interval technique
(Schultz & Siegel 1961). The authors defined four breaks in a 0.80 ratio: at 1.80, 2.60, 3.40 and
4.20. These breaks generated five equal-sized interval classes on the scale. Combinations of CBAs
were then allocated to each interval according to the mean value of their ratings in the dualevaluation step. Every CBA combination therefore fell into an interval.
To ensure that at least one CBA combination fell into each class interval of the scale, the researchers
needed to manage four key aspects: obtaining a generous number of participants (step 6); delimiting
the choice of instructor accurately with the objective of obtaining evaluations of a wide spectrum of
teachers´ typologies (step 6); adopting an accurate standard-deviation criterion to retain the CBA
combinations, considering the needs of the research and the dataset (step 6); and defining class
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intervals of the appropriate size according to the distribution of values in the dataset (step 7).
When more than one item fit a certain class interval, the choice was made to take the CBA
combination that displayed the highest rater agreement regarding standard deviation. The item was
discarded from the selection if rater consensus was achieved only by a reduced number of
participants. Figure 4 represents the resulting scale for the follow-up ease category.

Figure 4. Final scale for the follow-up ease category
The first anchor point shows a situation of nonfulfillment in CBA1, CBA2, CBA3 and CBA4; the
second anchor point matches the fulfilment of CBA4; the third anchor point represents the fulfilment
of CBA4 and CBA1 simultaneously; the fourth anchor point reflects the achievement of CBA1,
CBA2 and CBA3; and the highest point is reached when the teacher meets the student´s expectations
in the four CBAs (Figure 1 defines the CBAs). Appendix B shows the 10 scales generated using the
BARS methodology described above.

Results
The resulting instrument displays good reliability. The authors, in line with previous studies
(Fernández Millán & Fernández Navas 2013; Stoskopf et al. 1992), examined the reliability of the
BARS appraisal tool using Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient. This reliability analysis, conducted in a
reduced sample of subjects (n = 284), revealed a coefficient of 0.871 for the instrument as a whole.
The BARS instrument generated in this study comprises 10 scales for the 10 analysed teaching
categories. Each scale contemplates five anchor points, represented by one CBA or a combination
of them. From the initial 160 combinations of CBAs (16 per category), 130 ultimately met the
standard-deviation criterion. Descriptive statistics of the categories are presented in Table 3 to
provide a better understanding of the results in the final scale generation.
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The proportion of agreement obtained in the combinations of CBAs is notably high in the elements
included in the categories of course-introduction and organisational coherence. All combinations of
CBAs met the standard-deviation criterion in both cases. The lowest standard deviations in each
dimension of the final instrument were achieved when behavioural episodes were assigned to
extreme points on the former Likert scale. The greatest degree of agreement (SD = 0.52) was
observed in the CBA that matches the first anchor in the time-management category: “Teacher
notifies of possible changes in class times in advance or absences if necessary.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics per category in the final scale generation
No. of CBAs that
met 1.25 SD
criterion

Range of SDs on
the combinations
of CBAs in the
final scale

Range of means
on the
combinations of
CBAs in the final
scale

Course-introduction

16

0.79 - 1.06

1.75 - 4.35

Evaluation-system description

12

0.73 - 1.08

1.75 - 4.46

Time-management

11

0.52 - 1.22

1.55 - 4-52

General-availability

13

0.60 - 1.06

1.73 - 4.38

Organisational coherence

16

0.70 - 0.95

1.75 - 4.28

Assessment implementation

9

0.81 - 0.98

1.76 - 4.25

Dealing with doubts

12

0.81 - 0.97

1.78 - 4.42

Explicative capacity

13

0.64 - 0.91

1.64 - 4.41

Follow-up easiness

14

0.78 - 1.21

1.47 - 4.25

Overall satisfaction

14

0.69 - 0.95

1.62 - 4.46

Category

Exploring the final instrument, point five on the former Likert scale matches the combination of
CBA that represents the accomplishment of the four CBA in all cases (see Appendices A and B).
This outcome indicates the highest level of teaching effectiveness in every category.
At the extreme end, the poorest performance scenario showed a situation of nonfulfillment in eight
cases. That outcome indicated the instructor´s failure to satisfy any of the CBAs included in the
category. In contrast, the poorest performance did not match a situation of nonfulfillment in the
explicative capacity category; rather, the instructor attained one CBA in this category. Thus, in this
category, the worst scenario in terms of explanatory ability was shown in the CBA “Teacher uses
multimedia resources (slides, videos, web sites…) in addition to the blackboard to support
explanations” (Appendix B). This finding indicates that a minimal level of performance of
explicative capacity, according to student expectations, relies on the use of a variety of visual
resources to reinforce explanations.
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Consequently, we can state that the accomplished CBA, or a combination of them, that falls into the
first or second class interval defines the basic level of teaching effectiveness in that category. In the
eight categories in which the lowest point on the scale matched a situation of nonfulfillment in the
four CBAs, the basic performance level is shown in the second scale anchor, and not in the first.
The basic level of effectiveness is shown in one single CBA in seven out of the eight categories, and
only is indicated by the combination of two CBAs in one case (Appendix B).
Regarding midpoints on the scale, anchors three and four always are represented by a combination
of two or three CBAs, depending on the category.
Additionally, the evolution across the scale depicts a natural growth in the number of CBAs
considered per anchor in seven categories: course-introduction, general-availability, organisational
coherence, assessment implementation, dealing with doubts, follow-up ease and overall satisfaction.
In these categories, the lowest point on the scale corresponded to a situation of nonfulfillment, the
second anchor showed the accomplishment of a CBA, the third anchor indicated the attainment of
two CBA and the fourth anchor indicated the fulfilment of three CBAs. Finally, the highest point on
the scale as obtained when the instructor succeeded in satisfying student expectations in all four
CBAs of the category (Appendices A and B).
The same number of CBAs was repeated at several points along the scale in the three categories that
did not show natural growth in the number of CBAs per anchor. For example, in the timemanagement category, anchors three and four were both represented by a combination of two CBAs.
Point number three matched the next sequence: “Teacher notifies of possible changes in class times
in advance or absences if necessary and maintains a homogeneous time of instruction on
daily/weekly basis”. Similarly, point number four matched the following combination: “Teacher
notifies of possible changes in class times in advance or absences if necessary and is punctual in
class arrival to prepare the required teaching materials (notes, projections, multimedia resources...)”.
Both anchors referred to a correct communication of upcoming changes, but whereas number three
considered the consistency of class time, number four contemplated punctuality (Appendix B).
Thus, it can be inferred that students considered arriving on time to be more important for timemanagement than consistency in day-to-day instruction time. This finding suggests differences in
the relative weight of certain CBAs from a student´s perspective.

Conclusions and discussion
According to the literature review carried out by the authors, even though SETs developed with
Likert scales are generally accepted (as discussed in the introductory section), previous research also
highlights serious shortcomings in the use of these types of questionnaires (Little, Goe & Bell 2009;
Richardson 2012; Huybers 2014; Morley 2014; Feistauer & Richter 2018). Likert-type
questionnaires show important psychometric deficiencies, in addition to ambiguity problems in the
interpretation of the results and serious difficulties when representing students’ opinions on specific
aspects of teaching (Hornstein 2017). The BARS appraisal tool presented by the authors offers an
alternative to conventional assessment systems.
Elimination of ambiguity and objectification of the evaluation
The observation of the scales in the resulting BARS instrument reveals a tool capable of providing
an enhanced and truthful insight into students’ expectations in different categories of university
teaching. In accordance with Smith and Kendall´s approach, the BARS are constructed with truly
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observed behavioural examples of students similar to those who ultimately will use the resulting
instrument. This outcome enables future raters to evaluate the teaching activity using unambiguous
examples of performance that cannot be misinterpreted. It benefits all participants in the evaluation
process by providing meaningful scales for all concerned. Students understand the behavioural
examples in the questionnaire and instructors can identify specific areas of improvement in their
teaching performance in light of the results.
The exploration of the appendices of the present study shows a complete catalogue of unequivocal
examples of behaviours that serve to eliminate ambiguity in the interpretation of results and give
objectivity to the evaluation.
In this catalogue of behavioural examples, it is worth mentioning the weight of those CBAs that
refer to information and communication technology (ICT) and their impact on teaching at the current
moment. Several categories include CBAs with explicit mentions of ICT among their anchor points.
The general-availability category refers to the use of email, video conference or learningmanagement systems as a regular means of contact and collaboration between student and instructor.
Similarly, the categories of follow-up ease and explicative capacity also show the use of slides, web
sites, online discussion forums or videos to support certain areas of the teaching function. In
addition, the course-introduction category addresses the use of learning-management systems as a
place to integrate the different course materials. These findings suggest that students feel that ICT
deserves a great deal of attention in the evaluation of teaching effectiveness (Appendix B).
Reduction of the loss of behavioural information
Even though BARS can moderate some of the inconsistencies derived from the use of Likert-type
scales, this methodology also presents the problem of losing behavioural information throughout the
construction of the scale. The number of behavioural examples, the number of critical incidents or
the amount of behavioural information in its broadest sense does not survive the successive
depurations in the scale-construction procedure.
The clustering of behavioural examples in the CBAs introduced by the authors in step 5, besides the
dual evaluation performed in step 6, significantly reduces the loss of information during the
construction procedure. While traditional BARS methodology eliminates numerous behavioural
episodes in the retranslation and the scaling stages, the clustering of critical incidents in CBAs
enables researchers to maintain in the final scale almost all of the behavioural information provided
by the participants, as this information is expressed in the form of CBA combinations.
When the BARS methodology with clustering is applied, the final instrument retains the information
of 215 behavioural examples – represented by 40 CBAs – from the initial pool of 321 critical
incidents. Subsequently, the perceptual loss of information in the whole process is quantified as
33.02% [(321 - 215) / 321].
In contrast, when applying the traditional BARS methodology without clustering, the final
instrument retains the information of only 50 behavioural examples (one per anchor point) from the
initial pool of 321 critical incidents. Subsequently, the perceptual loss of information throughout the
procedure is, in this case, quantified as 84.42% [(321 - 50) / 321].
The variations introduced by the authors substantially reduce the overall loss of behavioural
information throughout the construction process. Additionally, due to the use of behavioural
information synthesised in the CBAs, the remaining combinations that act as anchors can still show
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students´ expectations even when a combination of CBAs is removed from the final selection.
This information-loss issue in traditional BARS methodology is also addressed in several studies.
For instance, Harari and Zedeck (1973) indicate that from the 199 critical incidents surviving the
retranslation stage, 121 behavioural examples (60.80%) were discarded in scaling their instrument.
Similarly, Goodale and Burke (1975) report the loss of 290 critical incidents (80.56%) from the
initial 360 examples of performance during scale construction in their research. Finally, Dickinson
and Zellinger (1980) indicate that from the original pool of 731 behavioural examples in their study,
666 (91.11%) were removed throughout the procedure.
Benefits in SET for formative purposes
Previous research describes several advantages of BARS over conventional Likert-type scales in the
assessment of higher education. Among these advantages are the participation of individuals
familiarised with the activity in the scale construction; the use of appropriate and understandable
behavioural examples of performance for student and instructor; and the reduced influence of
different biasing variables in the evaluation.
Likewise, the use of BARS, in line with Matosas-López, Romero-Ania and Cuevas-Molano (2019),
contributes to reducing careless responding. Careless responses are a relevant concern in the SET
field (Meade & Craig 2012); however, the use of behavioural episodes increases students’ attention
during the evaluation process, contributing, in the authors’ opinion, to the reduction, or at least the
attenuation, of careless responding.
In addition, at a time in which one of the challenges in the SET field is moving toward qualitative
approaches more committed to student participation (Darwin 2017), the use of behavioural examples
for the evaluation of teaching effectiveness in higher education appears to be an adequate alternative
(Hadie et al. 2019). The instrument proposed by the authors further emphasises the qualitative
benefits inherent to the original BARS methodology. The dual evaluation performed in step 6
consummates the conversion of information of a quantitative nature as gathered with Likert-type
scales to qualitative information in the form of CBAs. This dual appraisal process allows the
researchers to determine the combination of CBAs that corresponds to each level of performance on
the former Likert scale.
The authors conclude that the qualitative approach of this adjusted BARS methodology offers
significant benefits for the formative purpose of the assessment and interpretation of teaching quality
in the changing context of higher education. The proposed BARS instrument, in comparison with
Likert-type scales, provides educators with a better understanding of the strengths or weaknesses in
their activity and facilitates the application of the formative function of the assessment.
To conclude, the study presents a BARS appraisal tool generated with the involvement of a wide
number of participants: 974 students and 15 faculty members. The catalogue of behavioural
examples used in the final scale of the present instrument eliminates ambiguity in the interpretation
of the results and gives objectivity to the evaluation. The propose methodology also minimises the
loss of information as a result of the clustering of behavioural examples in CBAs. All this allows
teachers to identify specific areas of improvement in their work, thereby contributing to satisfying
the formative purpose of the evaluation.

Limitations and further research
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This paper suffers from several limitations. First, it focuses on the construction procedure; thus,
although the research offers a novel and attractive appraisal tool, the validity of this instrument has
not been proven yet in statistical terms. Consequently, future research should undertake the in-depth
analysis of this issue.
Second, given the nature of the behavioural examples used to create the proposed appraisal tool and
its application to face-to-face learning modalities, the present instrument cannot be applied, in any
case, for the evaluation of teaching effectiveness in online learning modalities. Due to the
differences in students’ perceptions of teaching effectiveness in both approaches, future research
should continue exploring the possibility of developing and applying different behavioural scales to
assess teaching quality in different teaching modalities.
Despite these restrictions and the inherent limitations of BARS, this study contributes to the
literature by suggesting innovative alternatives, adjustments to existing procedures and new avenues
of research in the SET field.
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Appendix A
Categories

Courseintroduction

Evaluationsystem
description

Timemanagement

Generalavailability

Organisational
coherence

Assessment
implementation

Dealingwith
doubts

Explicative
capacity

Follow-up
ease

Overall
satisfaction
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Core Behavioural Aspects (CBA)
CBA1

Teacher presents all the key points on the teaching guide at the beginning of the course (syllabus, competencies, objectives, working
methodology, ECTS, location of the materials in the eLearning platform...)

CBA2

Teacher addresses the course importance in academic/professional terms

CBA3

Teacher describes the chronological plan of contents on the course and the time effort required in each part (classes, exams, homework...)

CBA4

Teacher provides a detailed description of the bibliography/supporting materials, besides the form of using them

CBA1

Teacher explains all the key points on the evaluation system (number of exams, exam dates, % of theoretical/practical evaluation,
assignments, quizzes, retake exams…)

CBA2

Teacher describes specific aspects relative to the exam (supporting material, correction criteria, exam length…)

CBA3

Teacher outlines the main key contents subject to evaluation

CBA4

Teacher explains the way class participation, attendance or supplementary activities are considered in course evaluation

CBA1

Teacher is punctual in class arrival to prepare the required teaching materials (notes, projections, multimedia resources...)

CBA2

Teacher manages class time effectively, retrieving delays or potential absences if necessary

CBA3

Teacher notifies of possible changes in class times in advance or absences if necessary

CBA4

Teacher maintains a homogeneous time of instruction on daily/weekly basis

CBA1

Teacher defines a suitable schedule tutorial for students (morning/afternoon shift, same location where the course is given…)

CBA2

Teacher is open to helping or attending to students before/after classes

CBA3

Teacher presents different contact channels besides the way and moments for using each one of them (email, eLearning platform, phone,
teacher´s office…)

CBA4

Teacher responds to students’ distance consultations (email, eLearning platform, video conference) within a maximum of 48-72 hours

CBA1

Teacher maintains the working methodology initially presented at the beginning of the course

CBA2

Teacher respects the chronological plan of contents designed for every week

CBA3

Teacher develops exactly the content in the course syllabus (no more and no less content)

CBA4

Teacher prioritises key contents to achieve course objectives/competencies and indicates the specific competencies developed in each
training activity

CBA1

Teacher maintains coherence with the assessment method/evaluation criteria previously described

CBA2

Teacher respects exams dates arranged at the beginning of the course and/or maintained institutional ones

CBA3

Teacher carries out the number of exams originally planned

CBA4

Teacher concentrates evaluation activities on the materials covered during the course

CBA1

Teacher generates a suitable atmosphere that encourage students to formulate doubts or share opinions

CBA2

Teacher establishes specific breaks during classes to formulate doubts

CBA3

Teacher is able to face student´s doubts, presenting one single concept in several ways

CBA4

Teacher resolves students’ doubts using practical examples/supporting materials to fix the idea

CBA1

Teacher presents contents in a clear and concrete form

CBA2

Teacher uses appropriate communication skills – verbal (tone, rhythm…)/nonverbal (gesture, motion…) – to facilitate understanding

CBA3

Teacher uses multimedia resources (slides, videos, web sites…) in addition to the blackboard to support explanations

CBA4

Teacher applies a theoretical-practical approach to stimulate learning

CBA1

Teacher connects contents across course stages to create a general perspective of the subject

CBA2

Teacher summarises daily/weekly the main ideas previously explained in class

CBA3

Teacher encourages students to participate in the course in different ways (class work, class queries, online discussion forums…)

CBA4

Teacher assigns an achievable weekly/monthly workload to the student

CBA1

Teacher contributes decisively on the achievement of the expected objectives/competencies on the course

CBA2

Teacher influences the academic/professional development of the student

CBA3

Teacher exhibits a recognised knowledge of the field besides the ability to convey that knowledge

CBA4

Teacher is able to raise student interest in the field of instruction
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Appendix B

Course-introduction

1

Teacher does NOT present all the key points on the teaching guide at the beginning of the course (syllabus, objectives/competencies, working
methodology, ECTS, location of the materials in the eLearning platform...); does NOT provide a detailed description of the bibliography/supporting
materials, besides the form of using them; does NOT address the course importance in academic/professional terms; and does NOT describe the
chronological plan of contents on the course neither the time effort required in each part (classes, exams, homework...)

2

Teacher addresses the course importance in academic/professional terms

3

Teacher presents all the key points on the teaching guide at the beginning of the course (syllabus, objectives/competencies, working methodology,
ECTS, location of the materials in the eLearning platform...) and provides a detailed description of the bibliography/supporting materials, besides the
form of using them

4

Teacher presents all the key points on the teaching guide at the beginning of the course (syllabus, objectives/competencies, working methodology,
ECTS, location of the materials in the eLearning platform...); provides a detailed description of the bibliography/supporting materials, besides the
form of using them; and addresses the course importance in academic/professional terms

5

Teacher presents all the key points on the teaching guide at the beginning of the course (syllabus, objectives/competencies, working methodology,
ECTS, location of the materials in the eLearning platform...); provides a detailed description of the bibliography/supporting materials, besides the
form of using them; addresses the course importance in academic/professional terms; and describes the chronological plan of contents on the course
and the time effort required in each part (classes, exams, homework...)

Evaluation-system description

1

Teacher does NOT explain all the key points on the evaluation system (nº of exams, exam dates, % of theoretical/practical evaluation, assignments,
quizzes, retake exams...); does NOT describe specific aspects relative to the exam (supporting material, correction criteria, exam length…); does
NOT outline the main key contents subject to evaluation; and does NOT explain the way class participation, attendance or supplementary activities
are considered in course evaluation

2

Teacher outlines the main key contents subject to evaluation and explains the way class participation, attendance or supplementary activities are
considered in course evaluation

3

Teacher outlines the main key contents subject to evaluation, explains the way class participation, attendance or supplementary activities are
considered in course evaluation and describes specific aspects relative to the exam (supporting material, correction criteria, exam length…)

4

Teacher explains all the key points on the evaluation system (number of exams, exam dates, % of theoretical/practical evaluation, assignments,
quizzes, retake exams…); describes specific aspects relative to the exam (supporting material, correction criteria, exam length…); and outlines the
main key contents subject to evaluation

5

Teacher explains all the key points on the evaluation system (number of exams, exam dates, % of theoretical/practical evaluation, assignments,
quizzes, retake exams...); describes specific aspects relative to the exam (supporting material, correction criteria, exam length…); outlines the main
key contents subject to evaluation; and explains the way class participation, attendance or supplementary activities are considered in course evaluation
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Time-management
1

Teacher notifies of possible changes in class times in advance or absences if necessary

2

Teacher maintains a homogeneous time of instruction on daily/weekly basis

3

Teacher notifies of possible changes in class times in advance or absences if necessary and maintains a homogeneous time of instruction on
daily/weekly basis

4

Teacher notifies of possible changes in class times in advance or absences if necessary and is punctual in class arrival to prepare the required teaching
materials (notes, projections, multimedia resources...)

5

Teacher notifies of possible changes in class times in advance or absences if necessary; is punctual in class arrival to prepare the required teaching
materials (notes, projections, multimedia resources...); maintains a homogeneous time of instruction on daily/weekly basis; and manages class time
effectively, retrieving delays or potential absences if necessary

General-availability

1

Teacher does NOT present different contact channels or the way and moments for using each one of them (email, eLearning platform, phone, teacher´s
office…); does NOT respond students’ distance consultations (email, eLearning platform, video conference) within a maximum of 48-72 hours; is
NOT open to helping or attending to students before/after classes; and does NOT define a suitable schedule tutorial for students (morning/afternoon
shift, same location where the course is given…)

2

Teacher presents different contact channels besides the way and moments for using each one of them (email, eLearning platform, phone, teacher´s
office…)

3

Teacher presents different contact channels besides the way and moments for using each one of them (email, eLearning platform, phone, teacher´s
office…) and responds to students’ distance consultations (email, eLearning platform, video conference) within a maximum of 48-72 hours

4

Teacher presents different contact channels besides the way and moments for using each one of them (email, eLearning platform, phone, teacher´s
office…); responds to students’ distance consultations (email, eLearning platform, video conference) within a maximum of 48-72 hours and is open
to helping or attending to students before/after classes

5

Teacher presents different contact channels besides the way and moments for using each one of them (email, eLearning platform, phone, teacher´s
office…); responds to students’ distance consultations (email, eLearning platform, video conference) within a maximum of 48-72 hours, is open to
helping or attending to students before/after classes and defines a suitable schedule tutorial for students (morning/afternoon shift, same location where
the course is given…)

Organisational coherence
1

Teacher does NOT maintain the working methodology initially presented at the beginning of the course; does NOT develop exactly the content in
the course syllabus (no more and no less content); does NOT prioritize key contents to achieve course objectives/competencies neither indicates the
specific competencies developed in each training activity and does NOT respect the chronological plan of contents designed for every week

2

Teacher respects the chronological plan of contents designed for every week

3

Teacher maintains the working methodology initially presented at the beginning of the course and respects the chronological plan of contents designed
for every week

4

Teacher maintains the working methodology initially presented at the beginning of the course; develops exactly the content in the course syllabus (no
more and no less content); and prioritises key contents to achieve course objectives/competencies besides indicates the specific competencies
developed in each training activity

5

Teacher maintains the working methodology initially presented at the beginning of the course; develops exactly the content in the course syllabus (no
more and; no less content); prioritises key contents to achieve course objectives/competencies besides indicates the specific competencies developed
in each training activity and respects the chronological plan of contents designed for every week

https://ro.uow.edu.au/jutlp/vol16/iss3/9
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Assessment implementation

1

Teacher does NOT respect exams dates arranged at the beginning of the course neither maintained institutional ones; does NOT carry out the number
of exams originally planned; does NOT maintain coherence with the assessment method/evaluation criteria previously described; and does NOT
concentrate evaluation activities on the materials covered during the course

2

Teacher respects exams dates arranged at the beginning of the course and/or maintained institutional ones

3

Teacher respects exams dates arranged at the beginning of the course and/or maintained institutional ones and carries out the number of exams
originally planned

4

Teacher respects exams dates arranged at the beginning of the course and/or maintained institutional ones; carries out the number of exams originally
planned; and maintains coherence with the assessment method/evaluation criteria previously described

5

Teacher respects exams dates arranged at the beginning of the course and/or maintained institutional ones; carries out the number of exams originally
planned; maintains coherence with the assessment method/evaluation criteria previously described; and concentrates evaluation activities on the
materials covered during the course

Dealing with doubts

1

Teacher does NOT establish specific breaks during classes to formulate doubts; does NOT generate a suitable atmosphere that encourage students to
formulate doubts and share opinions; is NOT able to face student´s doubts presenting one single concept in several ways; and does NOT resolve
students’ doubts using practical examples/supporting materials to fix the idea

2

Teacher establishes specific breaks during classes to formulate doubts

3

Teacher establishes specific breaks during classes to formulate doubts and generates a suitable atmosphere that encourage students to formulate doubts
or share opinions

4

Teacher generates a suitable atmosphere that encourage students to formulate doubts or share opinions; is able to face student´s doubts presenting one
single concept in several ways; and resolves students’ doubts using practical examples/supporting materials to fix the idea

5

Teacher establishes specific breaks during classes to formulate doubts; generates a suitable atmosphere that encourage students to formulate doubts
and share opinions; is able to face student´s doubts presenting one single concept in several ways; and resolves students’ doubts using practical
examples/supporting materials to fix the idea

Explicative capacity
1

Teacher uses multimedia resources (slides, videos, web sites…) in addition to the blackboard to support explanations

2

Teacher uses multimedia resources (slides, videos, web sites…) in addition to the blackboard to support explanations and uses a theoretical-practical
approach to stimulate learning

3

Teacher uses multimedia resources (slides, videos, web sites…) in addition to the blackboard to support explanations and presents contents in a clear
and concrete form

4

Teacher uses multimedia resources (slides, videos, web sites…) in addition to the blackboard to support explanations, presents contents in a clear and
concrete form and applies a theoretical-practical approach to stimulate learning

5

Teacher uses multimedia resources (slides, videos, web sites…) in addition to the blackboard to support explanations, presents contents in a clear and
concrete form, applies a theoretical-practical approach to stimulate learning and uses appropriate communication skills – verbal (tone,
rhythm…)/nonverbal (gesture, motion…) – to facilitate understanding
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Follow-up ease

1

Teacher does NOT assign an achievable weekly/monthly workload to the student; does NOT connect contents across course stages to create a general
perspective of the subject; does NOT encourage student to participate in the course in different ways (class work, class queries, online discussion
forums…); and does NOT summarise daily/weekly the main ideas previously explained in class

2

Teacher assigns an achievable weekly/monthly workload to the student

3

Teacher assigns an achievable weekly/monthly workload to the student and connects contents across course stages to create a general perspective of
the subject

4

Teacher connects contents across course stages to create a general perspective of the subject; encourages student to participate in the course in different
ways (class work, class queries, online discussion forums…); and summarises daily/weekly the main ideas previously explained in class

5

Teacher assigns an achievable weekly/monthly workload to the student; connects contents across course stages to create a general perspective of the
subject; encourages student to participate in the course in different ways (class work, class queries, online discussion forums…); and summarises
daily/weekly the main ideas previously explained in class

Overall satisfaction

1

Teacher does NOT exhibit a recognised knowledge of the field or the ability to convey that knowledge; does NOT contribute decisively on the
achievement of the expected objectives/competencies on the course; is NOT able to raise student interest in the field of instruction; and does NOT
influence the academic/professional development of the student

2

Teacher exhibits a recognised knowledge of the field besides the ability to convey that knowledge

3

Teacher exhibits a recognised knowledge of the field besides the ability to convey that knowledge and contributes decisively on the achievement of
the expected objectives/competencies on the course

4

Teacher exhibits a recognised knowledge of the field besides the ability to convey that knowledge; contributes decisively on the achievement of the
expected objectives/competencies on the course; and is able to raise student interest in the field of instruction

5

Teacher exhibits a recognised knowledge of the field besides the ability to convey that knowledge; contributes decisively on the achievement of the
expected objectives/competencies on the course; is able to raise student interest in the field of instruction; and influences the academic/professional
development of the student
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